FROM THE CAPITALS OF THE OLD WORLD

European Gossip and News From Special Correspondents of The Journal.

Vienna Budget

Svensen Special Service.

Austria has been invaded by a prairie fire of prices.ohenarys, theuffles of champagne, are as rare as hen's teeth. The queen is being starved to death, as she has no idea how to order.

Rome Budget

Svensen Special Service.

In Rome, the most luxurious city in the world, the cost of living has not increased. However, the cost of death has.

Madrid Budget

Svensen Special Service.

In Madrid, the budget is very tight. The queen is having a hard time trying to find the money to buy food.

Paris Budget

Svensen Special Service.

In Paris, the budget is tight. The queen is trying to save money, but it's hard.

Berlin Budget

Svensen Special Service.

In Berlin, the budget is tight. The queen is trying to save money, but it's hard.

St. Petersburg Budget

Svensen Special Service.

In St. Petersburg, the budget is tight. The queen is trying to save money, but it's hard.

A MINNEAPOLIS DIANA

One of the most beautiful Diana's in the world is shown in their latest ad. She is a beauty and a brains, and she is very popular.

ARTISTIC USE OF THE HOMELY CORNUSKS

The Fair Participants in Making New Garden Thieves and Wastes These Into Useful and Ornamental Basket of All Sorts—Directions for Making These Baskets and Other Materials That Can Be Secured from Nature Without Cost.

AROUND THE SAMOVAR

The Samovar is a symbol of Russian culture. It is a symbol of warmth and hospitality.

MUSIC

The Symphony Orchestra gives a performance of its latest work. It is a masterpiece and is very well received.
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